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Introduction

Welcome to the first edition of the combat
sports performance research review!
 
Our goal with this monthly publication is to
provide you with a commentary on the latest
research pertaining to or related to combat
sports performance and rehabilitation, and
summarise the findings of the studies to
increase the transfer to practice. We hope to
cover a variety of topics and address all major
combat sports. 
 
The theme of this first edition is combat-sports
specific fitness testing, as the first 3 papers
look at different assessments for wrestling, jiu
jitsu and judo. We then look at a new study
discussing motion phases in punching and
round things out with an interesting look into
countermovement jump mechanics of mixed
martial arts athletes. 
 
Thank you and happy reading 
 
Sam Gilbert 
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Validity of a Novel Specific
Wrestling Fitness Test

BACKGROUND
The first paper of this issue, as the title suggests,
explores the validity of a test specifically designed to
assess fitness performance characteristics in wrestlers.
In many sports, fitness tests play an important role in a)
monitoring the progress of an athlete’s/team’s fitness,
b) assessing an athlete’s performance profile to guide
training planning, and c) athlete selection. Fitness tests
for individual sports should be specific to the sport, and
this specificity relates to the ability of the test to
recreate the approximate time duration of the activity,
as well as the metabolic and mechanical demands. 
 
Sports are typically divided into cyclical vs non-cyclical;
with cyclical sports referring to running, swimming etc.,
where the same movement is performed repeatedly in a
cyclical nature, and non-cyclical sports referring to any
other sports where movements are more varied. A
further classification may divide sports into open vs
closed; with open sports referring to sports such as
soccer, where the athlete must react to the actions of
team mates/opposition, while closed sports refer to field
sports such as the shot put, where the athlete’s physical
actions are performed independently of the opposition.
These distinctions are important when considering
testing procedures, as cyclical and closed sports are
typically much easier to design testing procedures for. 
 
All combat sports are non-cyclical, open sports, and
involve a variety of different actions, intensities, speeds
of movement and volumes of activity. In addition to
different combat sports, and styles of combat sports
requiring different physical characteristics, individual
athletes within the same style of sport will also perform
differently based on their individual fighting style and
body shape, as well as the characteristics of the
opponent that they match up against in any particular
bout. Because of this, designing combat sports-specific
tests poses significant challenges.
 

Markovic, M; Kukic, F; Dopsaj, M; Kasum,
G; Toskic, L; and Zaric, I.
 
JOURNAL OF STRENGTH AND CONDITIONING
RESEARCH, ARRIL 2020 

15, 30, 30 second intervals with 10 seconds rest in
between
Testing subject stands between two other athletes of
similar weight, standing 6 meters away from each
other
Testing subject performs maximum number of ippon
seioinage throws in the allotted time

Assessments of the fitness levels of combat sports
athletes have typically been surprisingly poor in
comparison to other athletes of similar competitive levels.
One likely factor contributing to this is the fact that most
physiological testing takes place on traditional
cardiovascular training equipment such as bicycles and
treadmills. While combat sports athletes may well utilise
these modalities as part of a conditioning programme, it
is likely that this represents a much lower percentage of
their training volume when compared to an endurance
athlete, or even a field-sport athlete who spends the
majority of their time running. In my opinion, this has led
to an underestimation of the fitness levels of combat
athletes. While papers such as this do not necessarily
aim to address this issue, it is of worthwhile side-note.
 
Combat sports-specific tests have come to the fore in
recent years, but at this stage are likely not widely
utilised enough to be considered a gold-standard for
comparison amongst athletes. Such tests have been
described in the literature for karate (2,3) and Taekwondo
(4,5,6,7). The specific judo fitness test (SJFT) (8),
elements of which we will review in our third article, is
one of these tests that has been reported in recent
literature. The structure of the judo specific fitness test is
as follows:
 
SJFT

 
To date, due to the lack of a specific wrestling test, the
SJFT has been used with wrestlers. Despite many
similarities between judo and wrestling, there are also
distinct differences, such as distance between
competitors, bout duration, specific techniques used, as
well as the dogi worn in judo influencing the dynamics of
combat interactions. 2 novel tests wrestling-specific
assessments, the specific wrestling fitness test (SWFT)
and the specific wrestling performance test (SWPT) were
described in 2017 (9) by the same research group. In this
paper the authors sought to determine the validity of
these tests by comparing performance against the JSFT.
 
METHODS
15 national-level male serbian wrestlers (4 freestyle, 11
Greco-Roman) performed the two wrestling tests; the
specific wrestling fitness test (SWFT) and the specific
wrestling performance test (SWPT), as well as the
specific judo fitness test (SJFT), on consecutive days
during the taper week of a competition mesocycle. The
basic guidelines of the wrestling tests are as follows:
 
 
 
.
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"To be utilised, these tests must be a valid
prediction of competitive performance" 3 x 30 second intervals, with 20 second rest in

between
Maximum number of suplex dummy throws recorded
for each interval
Weight of the suplex dummy was standardised based
on athlete bodyweight
Heart rate and lactate values were recorded

2 x 3 minute intervals, with 30 second rest in between
Subjects perform single dummy throws every minute
for the first 30 seconds, followed by a maximal number
of throws for 20 seconds, followed by 10 seconds of
rest
This series is repeated for the second minute
In the third minute, instead of 20 seconds of maximal
throws followed by 10 seconds rest, the period of
maximal throws is extended to 30 seconds
Each test was performed twice to assess for
reliability. 

Both the SWPT and SWFT demonstrated moderate-to-
excellent retest reliability.

Athlete performance in all three tests demonstrated
strong correlations with each other in terms of number
of throws, as well as blood lactate and heart rate
response. 

SWFT:

 
SWPT

 
In addition to matching the total number of throws with
heart rate at the conclusion of the test, as well as heart
rate recovery within 1 minute of test conclusion, the throw
number was also normalised relative to body mass index
(BMI) and body mass. 
 
RESULTS

 

 
DISCUSSION/PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS
This study showed strong correlations between these
new wrestling-specific tests and a previously documented
and validated test for judo. This indicates that the JSFT
may still suffice as a test for wrestlers as well. However,
the fact that similar information may be gleaned from an
assessment that more closely resembles actual
movements used in the sport has possible benefits. The
athlete’s commitment to optimal performance of the test
will likely be enhanced due to greater familiarity and
perceived relevance, thus producing a more accurate
indication of true ability. The test may also be more
smoothly integrated into practice sessions. The fact that
the fact uses a dummy instead of a human partner likely
increases its reliability due to the absence of human error
(although the partner essentially acts as a “dead weight”,
there may still be differences in how well certain
individuals do this) on the partner side as in the JSFT.
 
The authors note that “the test presents as a reliable,
time-efficient, non-invasive method of assessing
wrestling-specific fitness and readiness, and can be used
with large groups of athletes”. This allows for coaches to
easily collect useful data on their athletes, and also be
able to pool this data together for comparison purposes.
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One potential limitation of the study is that the test, like the
JSFT,  is only specific to the throwing aspect of the sport.
Whilst this is an important component, throwing alone may
not provide a sufficient representation of movement patterns
critical to wrestling performance. 
 
There may also be issues with the comparison to the JSFT for
establishing validity of the test. The technique used during the
JSFT is judo specific, and as such may favour wrestlers with
technique more similar to that of a judoka, or with previous
experience in judo. Whilst a larger study size may have
accounted for this, the current study only used 15 subjects. 
 
FURTHER RESEARCH
The authors of the current paper quote that "to be utilised,
these tests must be a valid prediction of competitive
performance". The next step towards achieving this would be
to validate these testing methods against performance levels
in wrestling (state vs. national level etc.) as well as with male
and female competitors from a greater variety of weight
classes. From here, further validation would come from
longitudinal studies of the response of these tests to training
interventions.
 
FINAL THOUGHTS
One of the great aspects of these combat-specific tests are
that their formation requires the collaboration between skills
coaches and performance coaches/researchers. The more
input each party has in designing testing procedures, the
greater the likelihood of developing valid and effective
systems, leading to the advancement of combat sports as a
whole. 
 
REFERENCES
1. Markovic, M. et al. Validity of a Novel Specific Wrestling
Fitness Test. J. Strength Cond. Res. (2020).
2. Chaabène, H. et al. Reliability and construct validity of the
karate-specific aerobic test. J. Strength Cond. Res. 26, 3454–
3460 (2012).
3. Chaabene, H. et al. Criterion related validity of karate
specific aerobic test (KSAT). Asian J. Sports Med. 6, (2015).
4. Chaabene, H. et al. Validity and reliability of a new test of
planned agility in elite taekwondo athletes. J. Strength Cond.
Res. 32, 2542–2547 (2018).
5. Rocha, F. P., Louro, H., Matias, R., Brito, J. & Costa, A. M.
Determination of Aerobic Power Through a Specific Test for
Taekwondo-A Predictive Equation Model. J. Hum. Kinet. 53,
117–126 (2016).
6. Sant’Ana, J., Franchini, E., Murias, J. M. & Diefenthaeler,
F. Validity of a Taekwondo-Specific Test to Measure
VO2peak and the Heart Rate Deflection Point. J. Strength
Cond. Res. 33, 2523–2529 (2019).
7. Tayech, A. et al. Test-retest reliability and criterion validity
of a new Taekwondo Anaerobic Intermittent Kick Test. J.
Sports Med. Phys. Fitness 59, 230–237 (2019).
8. Drid, P., Trivić, T. & Tabakov, S. SPECIAL JUDO FITNESS
TEST-A REVIEW. Serbian J. Sports Sci. 6, (2012).
9. Marković1ABCDE, M., Dopsaj1ABCDE, M., Kasum1ADE,
G., Zarić1AB, I. & Toskić2AB, L. Reliability of the two new
specific wrestling tests: performance, metabolic and cardiac
indicators. (2017).
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Jiu-Jitsu-Specific Performance
Test: Reliability Analysis and
Construct Validity in Competitive
Athletes

5 x 1 minute intervals, with 45 seconds rest in
between
The athlete performs a maximum number of butterfly
lifts in the time allotted, with a partner of similar body
mass.
Heart rate and rate of perceived exertion (RPE) on a
6-20 borg scale were also recorded.

BACKGROUND
Similar to the tests discussed in the previous article, the
Jiu Jitsu Anaerobic Performance Test (JJAPT), first
described by Villar et al in 2018 (2), is a performance
assessment specifically designed for the individual
sport. Unlike the SJFT, the JJAPT is not yet widely
used. As such, the aim of this study was to determine
the reliability and validity of the test as an assessment
of anaerobic performance in Brazilian jiu jitsu (BJJ)
athletes.
 
METHODS
The study was relatively high-powered for one of its
type, with 60 BJJ athletes divided into novice (blue to
purple belts) vs. advanced (brown and black belts), and
guard vs. pass fighting styles. The first part of the study
was to assess the reliability of the test, with the athletes
performing the test twice over a 48 hour period. The
second part of the study aimed at determining the test’s
ability to predict the skill level of the individual athlete.
 
The testing procedure of the JJAPT is as follows:
 

 
RESULTS
The retest reliability of was shown to be excellent for
both internal (heart rate and RPE) and external (total
number of throws) variables. The trials showed
significant differences in the number of throws between
novice and advanced athletes, with all members of the
advanced group scoring higher than the novice group
and the average numbers 99 and 80 respectively. 
 
 
 
 

da Silva Junior, J.N; Kons, R.L; de Lucas,
R.D; Detanico, D.
 
JOURNAL OF STRENGTH AND CONDITIONING
RESEARCH, PUBLISH AHEAD OF PRINT

The researchers identified a score of 86 as being a cut-
off of the advanced level scoring. Heart rate and RPE,
however, were not found to be predictive of skill level.
 
This sensitivity was evident regardless of fighting style of
the athletes (pass vs. guard), although interestingly heart
rates were found to be higher in the guard fighters.
 
The researchers further identified a change in total
repetitions of 6 or more to be evidence of a true change
in performance. 
 
DISCUSSION/PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS
This paper was useful in highlighting different types of
validity, and demonstrating how each relates to the
interpretation of test data, and the transfer of this into the
training process. Villar and colleagues’ paper study
looked at the ecological validity of the JJAPT (2), which is
described as “a measure of how test performance
predicts behaviour in real-world settings”. This was
achieved by comparing specific physiological markers,
namely blood lactate levels, between match conditions
and the conditions of the test. The heart rate measures,
however, were not well correlated in this original study
(heart rate was higher in the JJAPT in comparison to
match conditions). 
 
Given that the test was designed primarily as a measure
of anaerobic performance, basing the ecological validity
on blood lactate levels alone is understandable, but given
that heart rate is also related to the dominant energy
systems at play in athletic events, it would have been
nice to see a stronger correlation here also. Also of
interest is the specific heart rate profile of the test in
comparison to match simulation. The Villar study
measured heart rate only at the end of each 1 minute
interval, however it would be useful to see how heart rate
fluctuated through the rounds and how this compared to
match conditions.
 
The authors of this original study also noticed a
decrement in the number of maximal throws from round 1
to round 5 in the JJAPT, however a time-based analysis
of action frequency in the simulated match conditions
was not performed, and it would have beneficial to see if
there was a similar change in output in match conditions.
 
We then look at the external validity, which is described
as “how well the outcome of a study can be expected to
apply to other settings”. The external validity of the
original paper was questioned by the authors of the
current study, as all the participants were male, and of
similar body mass. It is unknown then, wherever the
match conditions and the JJAPT would have had exactly
the same correlations in other BJJ populations.
 
Construct validity is defined as “the degree to which a
test measures what it claims, or purports, to be
measuring”, essentially how well the test measures what
it intends to. One factor to consider here is that the test
only involves one technique. Whilst this is a basic
technique, and the proficiency in terms of performance of 
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"The sum of reps provided by JJAPT may be
used as a valuable and sensitive tool to
assess physical capacities of BJJathletes with
different technical profiles (pass or guard
fighters)." 

this technique is unlikely to change dramatically between
different levels and styles of practitioner, if a fighter was
to be extremely proficient in the butterfly lift, it would
potentially decrease the metabolic cost of the test. Also,
for a less-experienced athlete, improved proficiency in
this technique over a short period of time could very well
lead to a meaningful change (increase of 6 or more
repetitions), without necessarily any change in anaerobic
performance. If we are using the test as a general guide
to performance change (for which the test shows good
reliability) then this is likely not an issue. If, however, we
are using the test as a guide to the effectiveness of
strength and conditioning interventions targeted at
developing anaerobic fitness qualities, then it may need
to be correlated with other, less-specific measures of
this. This, however, is not a criticism of the test, but
perhaps just a note on how best to apply the test, which
for the large majority of individuals would still maintain a
high-degree of internal validity.
 
In the case of this current paper, the construct relates to
how well the test predicts skill level (or belt colour
categorisation) in BJJ athletes. When considering the
validity of tests such as these, it is important to consider
the utility of the test. The most likely way I see this test
being utilised is to measure anaerobic abilities against
similar level athletes. So if a competitive athlete of a
certain belt level scores below average, it may be an
indication that more anaerobic fitness work needs to be
prioritised in their training program. Unlike some other
martial arts, BJJ belt colour is generally well-correlated
with actual fighting ability, and, as such, separating
novice (which is perhaps not even an appropriate term
for this level of martial artist as a BJJ purple belt is
considered to be a high-level practitioner) and advanced
groups by belt colour is reasonable way to structure the
study. It would, however, be interesting to see if the test
was discriminative of different levels of performance, i.e.
medalists vs medalists, national vs international
competitors etc. This would greatly increase the potential
application of the test for the above purpose.
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FURTHER RESEARCH
This study continues to build on the previous work done by
Villar and colleagues in demonstrating the reliability and
validity of the test. As discussed above, it would be
interesting to see this construct validity demonstrated
across a greater span of skill and competitive levels. As
with any observational studies like this, it would also be
valuable to this progressed into an interventional study and
see if strength and conditioning (i.e. non-jiu jitsu specific)
training interventions would be effective in improving the
performance of this test over a certain time period.
 
FINAL THOUGHTS
With any performance test, increased sports specificity will
ultimately lead to greater difficulty in identifying specific
qualities related to the test. Overall, this test for the most
part appears to be fairly well balanced in terms of
addressing specific physiological qualities whilst also
maintaining a high level of sports specificity, and has a high
degree of reliability to detect change in performance. The
results of the JJAPT are likely to provide useful information
to both skills and performance coaches to assess, progress
and plan training interventions. As more combat sports-
specific tests become widely used, it is important that we
apply this type of scientific rigour to their assessment, to
optimise their application to athletic performance.
 
 
REFERENCES
1. da Silva Junior, J. N., Kons, R. L., de Lucas, R. D. &
Detanico, D. Jiu-Jitsu-Specific Performance Test: Reliability
Analysis and Construct Validity in Competitive Athletes. J.
Strength Cond. Res. (2019).
2. Villar, R., Gillis, J., Santana, G., Pinheiro, D. S. &
Almeida, A. L. Association between anaerobic metabolic
demands during simulated Brazilian jiu-jitsu combat and
specific jiu-jitsu anaerobic performance test. J. Strength
Cond. Res. 32, 432–440 (2018).
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Influence of Mental Fatigue on
Physical Performance, and
Physiological and Perceptual
Responses of Judokas Submitted
to the Special Judo Fitness Test

BACKGROUND
The first paper we reviewed made reference to the
Special Judo Fitness Test, or SJFT, in its comparison to
the novel wrestling tests. This current paper looked at
the impact of mental fatigue on physical performance in
this specific test.
 
The concept of psychological factors influencing
physical performance is by no means a new one, with
evidence citing the effects of mental fatigue in
performance of a number of athletic tasks, including
resistance training (2). Changes to the neuroendocrine
system have been postulated to contribute to this effect,
with the body’s resources being mobilised to the brain
to deal with the additional cognitive demands.
 
This study aimed to test the hypothesis that completion
of a test designed to induce mental fatigue would
negatively affect performance in judo-specific tasks.
 
METHODS
13 state-level Finnish judoka participated in a cross-
over study performing the SJFT under 2 conditions, 48
hours apart. The experimental condition had them
complete a 30 minute stroop test (known to induce
mental fatigue), while the control condition had them
view an emotionally neutral video.
 
During and after the test, physiological measures
including heart rate, heart rate variability, blood lactate
and blood glucose levels were taken, in addition to a
visual analogue scale measurement of perceived rate of
both mental and physical effort.
 

Campos, B.T; Penna, E.M;  Rodrigues, J.G.S;
Mendes, T.T; Maia-Lima, A; Nakamura, F; 
Vieira, E;  Wanner, S.P;  Prado, L.S.
 
JOURNAL OF STRENGTH AND CONDITIONING
RESEARCH, PUBLISH AHEAD OF PRINT

RESULTS
Whilst the performance of the stroop test did induce
greater mental fatigue both pre and post-testing, there
were no significant differences in either performance of
the test, or on any of the other physiological variables.
 
DISCUSSION
The authors hypothesised that the degree of mental
fatigue induced by the test was not significant enough to
negatively impact performance in a meaningful way, likely
due to the fact that elite judo athletes have a high level of
mental resilience. A more demanding mental task may
have affected results in a different way.
 
Earlier research into the impact of mental fatigue on
strength-related variables appears to suggest that athletic
tasks of longer duration are more-likely to be affected by
mental fatigue than those of shorter duration (3,4,5).
Thus, the SJFT, which consists of only 75 seconds of
total work time, may not have been of sufficient duration
for the effects of the mental fatigue to become apparent.
 
FURTHER RESEARCH
This for me is a very interesting area of research, and I
think it would be valuable to see further studies
conducted on judoka, as well as other combat sport
athletes, using more challenging mental tasks and longer
duration tests. If mental fatigue did influence performance
significantly, it may have implications in terms of
programming the timing of training sessions to minimise
mental fatigue, particularly for those athletes concurrently
undergoing study and/or mentally demanding
occupations.
 
On the flip side, if an athlete is known to be negatively
impacted by mental fatigue, and finds the competition
processes quite demanding, there may be scope to
incorporate these types of mental tasks as “pre-fatigue”,
prior to training sessions, to help prepare them for match-
day situations.
 
FINAL THOUGHTS
One way to interpret the findings of this study is as a
testament to both the mental resilience of the judo
athletes, as well as the high mental demands of the
sport, and it would be interesting to see a direct
comparison with other sports, including other combat
sports.
 
REFERENCES
1. Campos, B. T. et al. Influence of Mental Fatigue on
Physical Performance, and Physiological and Perceptual
Responses of Judokas Submitted to the Special Judo
Fitness Test. J. Strength Cond. Res. (2019).
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"We suggest that the judokas were not
highly mentally fatigued after the 30-minute
Stroop test, thereby justifying the lack of
performance differences between the
conditions in this study"
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2. Pageaux, B., Marcora, S. M. & Lepers, R. Prolonged
mental exertion does not alter neuromuscular function of
the knee extensors. Med. Sci. Sports Exerc. 45, 2254–
2264 (2013).
3. Rozand, V., Pageaux, B., Marcora, S. M.,
Papaxanthis, C. & Lepers, R. Does mental exertion alter
maximal muscle activation? Front. Hum. Neurosci. 8, 755
(2014).
4. Duncan, M. J., Fowler, N., George, O., Joyce, S. &
Hankey, J. Mental fatigue negatively influences manual
dexterity and anticipation timing but not repeated high-
intensity exercise performance in trained adults. Res.
Sports Med. 23, 1–13 (2015).
5. Bray, S. R., Graham, J. D., Ginis, K. A. M. & Hicks, A.
L. Cognitive task performance causes impaired maximum
force production in human hand flexor muscles. Biol.
Psychol. 89, 195–200 (2012)
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Defining the Phases of Boxing
Punches - A Mixed Methods
Approach

Triceps Brachii (TB)
Latissimus Dorsi (LD)
Rectus Abdominis (RA)
Rectus Femoris (RF)

BACKGROUND
In many sports, common movements are separated into
phases for the sake of optimising qualitative and
quantitative analysis. These phases have traditionally
been assigned following both kinetic (the forces or
torques applied to the body) and kinematic (motion of
the body) assessment (2,3)
 
Whilst multiple studies have examined the kinetics and
kinematics involved with the biomechanics of boxing, no
common consensus exists for terminology used to
describe the phases of a punch. The aim of this study,
therefore, was to use biomechanical analysis to
propose a system of movement phase terminology for
commonly used punches in boxing.
 
METHODS
10 experienced boxers underwent examination of
boxing technique during maximal force punches using a
combination of force plate ground reaction force (the
force exerted by the ground on the body) measurement,
EMG measurement (measuring muscle contraction) and
2D video analysis. Assessments were performed for
both front and rear hand straight and hook punches.
 
EMG measurement was taken for the following
muscles:

 
Phases were defined following qualitative analysis of
the 3 methods of data collection, and were broken down
into 3 phases for the straight punches (initiation,
execution, impact) and 4 phases for the hooks (wind up,
initiation, execution, impact).
 

Lenetsky, S; Brughelli, M;, Nates R.J; Neville,
J.G; Cross, M.R; Lormier, A.V.
 
JOURNAL OF STRENGTH AND CONDITIONING
RESEARCH: APRIL 2020 - VOLUME 34 - ISSUE 4

RESULTS
The description of the phases, along with the quantitative
data, are summarised on the following page.
 
DISCUSSION/PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS
The methods applied to identification of phases were for
the most part sound, and the resultant proposed phases
provide a sensible framework for biomechanical analysis
of punching techniques. The authors acknowledge the
lack of a preparation or recovery phase in the proposed
terminology, and argue the unpredictability of recovery
from punching in actual boxing matches as a justification
for its exclusion. I would argue, however, that whilst the
later stages of recovery from throwing a punch may be
unpredictable, the phase directly following impact (where
in this study there were still peaks in certain muscles and
significant changes in ground reaction force) should
constitute an important element of boxing punch analysis.
 
Whilst the muscles analysed through EMG were sufficient
to provide a quantitative picture of muscle firing patterns
through different areas of the kinetic chain, it would have
been interesting to see the activation of pectoralis major,
lateral hip muscles, gluteus maximus and the internal and
external obliques. Although not likely to influence the
outcome of this study, such data may aid the sports
scientist/strength and conditioning coach in addressing
specific muscle deficits associated with performance in a
certain phase.
 
Both GRF and EMG data of rectus femoris activation
illustrated the pattern of transferring force from rear leg to
front leg. Predictably, the ground reaction force (GRF) in
the rear leg peaked just after initiation, while the GRF in
the lead leg peaked just after impact. This “braking” effect
of the front leg has been previously explored in boxing
punches (4) and is thought to increase the rotational
velocity through the hips and contribute to punching
power. This reinforces the importance of developing
quadriceps strength in the lead lead, and in particular
eccentric loading capacity.
 
GRF data on the hook demonstrated a significant amount
of lateral displacement, in combination with rotation.
Traditional strength and conditioning programs focusing
primarily on force production in the sagittal plane may be
failing to optimise development of the necessary lateral
hip muscle strength and power to maximise the power of
the hook. Lower limb strength work should therefore
incorporate some transverse and frontal plane exercises
to address this.
 
In the introduction to the article, the authors made note of
the double peak in muscular activation mechanism that
has been proposed by McGill and colleagues to increase
punching force (5). The EMG data from this study
appears to corroborate these findings, showing a second
muscular peak in the triceps brachii and latissimus dorsi
upon impact. In addition, there appeared to be a triple
peak present in the latissimus dorsi on the opposite side
to the punching arm. The first peak occurred during the
wind up as the body is rotated away from the opponent, 
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the second as the body rotates back towards the
opponent, and the final peak upon impact. Traditional
martial artists, particularly those from a karate
background, will be familiar with the concept of the
hikite, or retraction, whereby the opposite arm to the
punching side is forcibly drawn back as the punch is
simultaneously performed. Whilst there are combat
applications to this retraction, biomechanically it is
thought to improve speed and power in the punch
through reciprocal muscle action. Although in boxing
this exaggerated retraction is not performed, there is
likely still some reciprocal action of the latissimus on
the opposite side, and these findings may highlight the
importance of developing this muscle.
 
Of final note was the decrease in activity of all muscles
upon impact in the jab. For many athletes, the jab is
utilised as more of a tactical tool to set up other
punches to be delivered with greater force. It is
possible that the more rapid relaxation of muscles upon
impact is evidence of the lower levels of muscle
contraction required.

FURTHER RESEARCH
Whilst this study lays promising groundwork in terms of
proposing a system of terminology, the quantitative and
qualitative analysis that follows will ultimately define the
system’s utility both in research and in the field. 
 
This study also only studied singular punches thrown in
isolation. It would be interesting to see if these phases
change with combinations.
 
FINAL THOUGHTS
The authors of this paper combined the expertise of
both sports scientists and boxing experts, and applied a
mixed methods, quantitative and qualitative approach
to establishing phases of these 4 punches. Such
studies performed as a collaboration are likely to
facilitate improved communication between coaches
and sports science practitioners, and increase the
chances of this terminology translating into practice.
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The Countermovement Jump
Mechanics of Mixed Martial Arts
Competitors

BACKGROUND
Explosive force development in the lower limb is a
critically important characteristic in mixed martial arts
(MMA), and in part influences the performance of both
lower body and upper body striking techniques,
takedowns and grappling exchanges, as well as
footwork patterns.
 
Most readers will be familiar with the countermovement
(CMJ) both as a training exercise and as a method of
testing for explosive power. For those not familiar with
the movement, it is essentially a jump whereby the
individual dips down (the countermovement portion)
then jumps up without any pause at the bottom.
 
CMJ performance is an extremely common
measurement in many sports. The most raw
measurement of performance in this movement is the
simple height of the jump, and this in itself may be
correlated with performance in sport, can be used to
track training progress, and also used to monitor fatigue
and recovery levels. The advantage of using jump
height as a measure is the relative ease of testing. With
more advanced equipment, however, specific attributes
associated with the performance of this movement can
be identified, providing sports scientists and coaches
with valuable information regarding an athlete’s
performance profile. Whilst previous research has
shown a correlation between countermovement jump
performance and level of MMA participation (2), this
study aimed to explore characteristics of these jumping
mechanics and their relevance to mixed martial arts
performance.
 
 
METHODS
27 male mixed martial arts athletes were separated into
high-level and low-level groups based on their
competition experience (number of bouts, professional
vs amateur status, win/loss ratio). Their CMJ 
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performance was measured during one single testing
session. 3 maximal jumps were performed with the
athletes resting a dowel rod across the shoulders to
negate the potential influence of arm swing on the
performance of the jump.
 
The data was recorded using a linear position transducer,
and the jump with the highest levels of peak power was
used for analysis. The data collected for analysis was the
jump height, movement time of the countermovement,
displacement during the eccentric phase (i.e. how far
down the athlete dipped prior to starting the jump),
relative impulse in the eccentric phase and the ratio of
movement time to jump height (also known as the
modified reactive strength index or RSImod).
 
RESULTS
Significant differences were observed in favour of the
higher level group in all measured variables, with the
exception of eccentric phase displacement, which
showed only a nonsignificant difference between groups.
The most significant difference between groups was on
the power-time curve between 65 and 71% of the
countermovement jump time, where the higher level
groups displayed significantly greater power.
 
In summary, the higher level group demonstrated greater
force, power and velocity during the concentric phase of
the movement, in addition to reduced time and reduced
impulse of the preceding eccentric phase.
 
DISCUSSION/PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS
The present study highlighted some interesting points
surrounding the athletic profile of MMA athletes. In
studies of other sports where countermovement jump
performance was predictive of level of participation such
as rugby, the decreased time and impulse of the
eccentric phase of the movement was not noted (3). The
authors alluded to the fact that the eccentric
requirements of common MMA movements are potentially
much less than that of a field sport athlete who must
generate large amounts of eccentric force in order to
brake and change direction. Whilst in the previous paper
we discussed the role of the lead leg in braking the force
produced by the rear leg in order to contribute to the
power production in a punch, this degree of eccentric
loading is obviously much less than that involved in
braking from a sprint. Common movements in MMA
requiring lower body force production such as striking,
initiating a take down, or using footwork to reposition the
body to more effectively attack and/or defend, are often
performed with minimal eccentric pre-stretch in order to
be effectively executed. "Many decisive sporting actions,
including those in combat sport, are constrained by the
window of time available to execute a maneuver". In
these cases, it is vital to maximise the force produced
within the brief period presented by the opponent"As
such, it may well be a desired trait of these athletes to be
able to produce concentric power effectively with minimal
eccentric loading.

C O M B A T  S P O R T S  P E R F O R M A N C E  R E S E A R C H  R E V I E W
M A Y  2 0 2 0
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This may have implications for the type of exercises
aimed at increasing high-velocity force development in
this athlete population. Exercises focusing on
overcoming initial inertia and developing concentric
power may be preferable over plyometric exercises which
traditionally have a high degree of eccentric loading. 
 
CMJ performance is commonly utilised for athlete testing
and monitoring, and these findings could have
implications for the way in which CMJ data is interpreted
in MMA athletes. If an athlete’s RSImod performance
improves, it could be interpreted as a sign that the
current training interventions are effective. At present,
however, this level of performance testing in the CMJ is
reserved only for high-level athletes with access to the
type of equipment required for this type of testing, or
those athletes with access to university sports science
laboratory environments.
 
It was interesting that the authors chose not to
concurrently test the squat jump (where a pause is
included at the bottom of the movement to remove the
countermovement and test more of the concentric power
production in isolation) to allow a comparison with the
countermovement jump and calculation of the eccentric
utilisation ratio (EUR:ratio of countermovement jump to
squat jump performance)(4). A correlation between the
EUR and level of competition may also have implications
for program design and is simpler to test.
 
FURTHER RESEARCH
As with the first and second studies in this review, it
would be interesting to see the correlation in
performance of these tasks between a greater number of
different skill levels, as well as genders (all competitors
were male) and weight divisions (the mean body mass of
the athletes was 79.6 in the high level group and 82.3 in
the low level group, with standard deviations of11.2 and
12.1 respectively). The criteria of separation was based
on win/loss record, which depends not only on the
fighting abilities of the competitors in question but also on
their relative opponents. The study partly compensates
for this with a very large disparity in the fight records of
the participants, however because of this, the sensitivity
of the test to differentiate between closer levels of
performance may come into question.
 
 

"Many decisive sporting actions, including
those in combat sport, are constrained by the
window of time available to execute a
maneuver. In these cases, it is vital to
maximise the force produced within the brief
period presented by the opponent"

C O M B A T  S P O R T S  P E R F O R M A N C E  R E S E A R C H  R E V I E W
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FINAL THOUGHTS
This study provided an interesting perspective on the power
production profile of elite MMA athletes, and possibly has
implications for programming, as well as athlete monitoring.
In the future it would perhaps be interesting to see this data
compared against some qualitative analysis of fighting
styles, to see whether there are certain differences in these
characteristics between fighting styles, i.e. grapplers vs
strikers.
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